We consider the construction of an interpolant for use with Lobatto-Runge-Kutta collocation methods. The main aim is to derive single symmetric continuous solution (interpolant) for uniform accuracy at the step points as well as at the off-step points whose uniform order six everywhere in the interval of consideration. We evaluate the continuous scheme at different off-step points to obtain multi-hybrid schemes which if desired can be solved simultaneously for dense approximations. The multi-hybrid schemes obtained were converted to Lobatto-RungeKutta collocation methods for accurate solution of initial value problems. The unique feature of the paper is the idea of using all the set of off-step collocation points as additional interpolation points while symmetry is retained naturally by integration identities as equal areas under the various segments of the solution graph over the interval of consideration. We show two possible ways of implementing the interpolant to achieve the aim and compare them on some numerical examples.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the construction of Lobatto-Runge-Kutta collocation methods due to their excellent stability and stiffly accurate characteristic properties for the direct integration of initial value problem, possibly stiff, of the form y (x) = f (x, y(x)), y(x 0 ) = y 0 , (x 0 ≤ x ≤ b).
(
Here the unknown function y is a mapping For the solution of (1) we seek the following form of a continuous multi-step collocation approximation formula [5] which was a generalization of [4] β j (x) f n+ j (2) where t denotes the number of interpolation points x j , j = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1 and s denotes the distinct collocation points x j ∈ [x 0 , b], j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., s − 1, belonging to the given interval. The step size h can be a variable, it is assumed in this paper as a constant for simplicity, with the given mesh x n : x n = x 0 + nh, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N where h = x n+1 − x n , N = (b − a)/ h and a set of equally spaced points on the integration interval given by x 0 < x 1 < • • • < x n+1 = b. Also we assumed that (1) has exactly one solution and α j (x) and hβ j (x) in (2) are to be represented by the polynomials:
with constant coefficients α j,i+1 and β j,i+1 to be determined. Proceeding in the same way as is done for linear multi-step methods, we expand y(x) in (2) using Taylor series method of expansion about x and collect powers in h to obtain the methods. This takes the following form: 
Writing
hβ j,i+1 f n+ j such that (4) reduces to
which can now be express in the form
Thus, we can express equation (5) explicitly as follows:
where
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are matrices of dimensions (t + s) × (t + s). We call D the multistep collocation and interpolation matrix which has a very simple structure. It is similar to Vandermonde matrix, consisting of distinct elements, nonsingular, and of dimension (s + t) × (s + t). This matrix affects the efficiency, accuracy and stability properties of (2) . The choice C = D −1 leads to the determination of the constant coefficients α j,i+1 and β j,i+1 . It was shown in [5, 7] that the method (2) is convergent with order p = t + s − 1. We now examine in more detail how the constant coefficients α j,i+1 and β j,i+1 of equation (2) which can also be solved simultaneously to obtain Lobatto-Runge-Kutta collocation methods. This interesting connection between the multistep collocation and Runge-Kutta methods is well discussed in [9] .
Derivation of Lobatto-Runge-Kutta collocation methods
In this section we consider some specific methods that involve square matrices D and C both of dimensions [5] for an algorithm to obtain the D.G. YAKUBU, N.H. MANJAK, S.S. BUBA and A.I. MAKSHA 319 elements of the matrices C, D and I . We shall derive multistep collocation method as continuous single finite difference formula of non-uniform order six based on Lobatto points see [8] . For s = 4, t = 1 and
, the matrix D of equation (8) takes the form:
where u and v are zeros of L m (x) = 0, Lobatto polynomial [8] of degree m which after certain transformation, we obtain
Inverting the matrix D in equation (9) once, using computer algebra, for example, Maple or Matlab software package we obtain the continuous scheme as:
We evaluate y(x) in (11) at the following point x = x n+1 , we recovered the well known Lobatto IIIA with s = 4 and order p = 6, see [1] page 210, where D i s(i = 5, 7) are the error constants.
We converted the block hybrid scheme above to Lobatto-Runge-Kutta collocation method, written as:
The stage values at the nth step are computed as: with the stage derivatives as follows:
Uniformly accurate order six Lobatto-Runge-Kutta Collocation methods
By careful selection of interpolation and collocation points inside the interval [x 0 , b], leads to a single continuous finite difference method whose members are of uniform accuracies see [6] and [7] . For s = 4, t = 3 to yield uniformly accurate order six convergence (accuracy) throughout the interval [x 0 , b], the matrix D of equation (8) takes the form: 
where u and v are obtained in a similar manner as in equation (10) which are also valid in the interval [x 0 , b]. Inverting the matrix D in equation (13) once, using MAPLE or MATLAB software package we obtain the continuous scheme as follows: 
We evaluate y(x) in (14) and its first derivative at the point w midway between x 0 and b and at the point r midway between x n and the point w, we obtain the following 4-block hybrid scheme with uniformly accurate order six: 
Solving the block hybrid scheme simultaneously we obtain the following block accurate scheme:
We converted the block scheme to Lobatto-Runge-Kutta collocation method:
with the stage values at the nth step calculated as:
where the stage derivatives are:
We again evaluate y(x), that is equation (14) and its first derivative at the point q one third between the point x 0 and b or the interval [x 0 , b] and combine its members with the members of the point w, to obtain the following 4-block hybrid method with uniformly accurate order six: (50 + 50
Solving the block hybrid scheme simultaneously we obtain the following block accurate scheme: 
with the stage values at the nth step calculated as: where the stage derivatives are:
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Numerical illustrations
In order to test the new derived methods we present some numerical results. 
Conclusions
Consequently the numerical results of Tables 1, 2 and 3 revealed the novelty of the uniformly accurate order six methods which in fact give results closer to the exact solutions at the expense of very low computational cost. Moreover, as the first row of the matrix A consists of zeros, the first stage of each method coincides with the initial value. And due to the requirement of stiff accuracy, the last stage also coincides with the expression for the final point, which implies that no further function evaluation is necessary to obtain y n+1 in each of the method, see [3] .
